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1 Background 

The sale of slots to freight and passenger carriers is the major task of the division infrastructure of the Swiss Federal 
Railways SBB. To meet the demand for capacity and to guarantee a high level of quality (security, reliability, environ
mental issues) will be the basis for the long-term success. An increase of slots sold to the carriers of 30% basically on 
main lines is planned within the next ten years. 

The Swiss Federal Railways operate a dense network with frequent services, which is already charged to ist maximum 
capacity. Large investment programs provide for the gradual and punctual development. At the same time the value of 
the assets must be preserved. New technologies are introduced within the scope of maintenance and renewal. 

The railway infrastructure is cost-intensiv. The International Union of Railways (UIC) has undertaken an international 
benchmark project on the costs of infrastructure (lnfraCost). Both investment project and life-cycle-costs of the entire 
network were compared. The complete resu Its of the benchmark study have been carefully interpreted and conclusions 
for specific conditions in Switzerland have been derived. 

Capacity management and development of the network are based on a long-term and precice planning (by the minute) 
for the strongly systematic timetable. Therefore investments are highly effective, e.g. specific increase in nodes
capacity, single to double track or increase of speed on selectes parts of a line. Comparisons have shown that a network 
charged to ist maximum capacity leads to lowest performance-referred characteristic cost-values. 

The principle purpose of asset management is to keep life cycle cost constantly as low as possible (maintenance and 
renewal). Costing levers exist for components, methodes and processes in planning and construction. The cost-driver
analysis shows that there is a need for new procedures and methodes to reduce neccessary track access time during the 
entire life cycle. Planning processes are optimized in order to reduce costst by forming clusters of several work sites (e.g. 
harmonisation of planning schedule, kind of work). 

New technologies are designed for long life span, minimum maintenance and high reliability and to meet the needs of 
operation. Functionality is definded by the rule "as much as needed, and not as much as (technically) possible". The 
requirements for long-lived components are determind for future needs today (e.g. gross tonnage, axle load, speed). The 
product portfolio is a mirror of constant migration from older to newest technology. New methodes for maintenance 
and renewal are introduced in shorter periods and promise rapid savings. Active cooperation of collaborators and 
coworkers in all business processes is required. 

The product portfolio enables the asset manager to develop his systems systematically and specifically. The key for low 
infrastructure costs are: clearly definded requirements for functionaliy (RAMS) as well as renewal and maintenance to 
an even and steadily high quality level. The key drivers for innovations are functionality, reliability and capacity. The 
paper shows part of the methodical approach and explains how reliability and capacity are measured and integrated in 
the LCC-cost-model. This model is used by the portfolio manager to take either decisions about the product portfolio 
and to set goals for innovation projects, which are later on managed in a milestones-project-control ling. 

2 System-decisions 

In the product management individual objects are not only compared, but the behavior of the costs over the time for 
whole systems is important. As a basis for decisions therefore the sum of all m objects, that build a sytem, is taken into 
account. These system-costs (LCC) will vary over time depending on the decisions of the product managers. 
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